Thermal energy is indispensable in human life, and hence, the effective control of it is of great significance. Fortunately, the past few years have witnessed the development and achievement in manipulating thermal conductivity to obtain thermal phenomena. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] However, most of these thermal metamaterials are based on the layer structures which are not so convenient to realize in experiment. For example, the experimental design of thermal cloaks is based on the multilayer structures [2] [3] [4] [5] and bilayer structures; 6-9 thermal bending, [10] [11] [12] [13] thermal transparency, 14, 15 thermal camouflage, 16 and thermal trapping 17 are all designed with layer structures. Furthermore, a defect of layer structures is that the thermal contact resistance between layers cannot be avoided, which may have negative impacts on the final results. Therefore, it is necessary to simplify the existing layer structures.
Accordingly, in this work, we propose the singleparticle structures instead, which can offer a relatively simple approach for achieving thermal phenomena. The negative impacts caused by material properties can also be reduced by this method. For clarity, we apply the single-particle structures to experimentally realize thermal invisibility [2] [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] [18] [19] [20] [21] and thermal illusion, 16, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] simultaneously. Our results show that through appropriate adjustment of the shape factor or area fraction of the single particle, we can efficiently manipulate the thermal conductivity and have full control of heat transfer.
In the elliptic coordinate (n, h), Laplace's equation dominates a passive and stable heat transport progress
where T denotes the temperature and q can be represented by
The relationship between the ellipsoid coordinate (n, h) and Cartesian coordinate (x, y) can be written as
The ellipse can be described by
Here,
; then, we suppose that j 1 is the thermal conductivity of the ellipse which is described by Eq. (4) and T 1 denotes the temperature in it. In a similar manner, j 2 is the thermal conductivity out of the ellipse and T 2 denotes the corresponding temperature. The uniform thermal gradient fieldrT 2 is along thej axis ðj ¼x;ỹÞ and n ¼ 
À Á
is the boundary of the ellipse. So, the boundary conditions of such a system can be written as
Equation (1) can be easily solved as
where 
In particular, for a circular particle, one has
and L b represent the shape of ellipse and they satisfy
lies in between 0 and 1. Then, let us consider an elliptic particle which is embedded in a host medium whose thermal conductivity is j 2 , and we can use j 1 and p to describe the thermal conductivity and air fraction of the single particle. IfrT 1 andrT 2 can denote the thermal field inside the particle and outside the particle (the host medium), then, they have the following relationship:r
We assume that the composite is in the presence of an external thermal fieldrT 0 along thej axis ðj ¼x;ỹÞ. On the basis of the Fourier law
where j i (i ¼ a, b) is the effective thermal conductivity of corresponding axes. The weighted volume-average thermal gradient inside the composite should be equal to the external temperature gradient, and the relationship can be expressed as hrTi phrT 1 i þ ð1 À pÞhrT 2 i. So, we can get Then, we can use Eq. (8) to calculate Eq. (10) and obtain
It is worth noting that the shape factor L i (i ¼ a, b, c) of a three-dimensional ellipsoid is an extension of Eq. (7)
For a spherical structure, there is
Additionally, the shape factor satisfies the summation rule,
To verify the validity of the aforementioned theory, we design two-dimensional models; see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) . The central square contains an air ellipse/circle with 0.026 W/ (m K) and red copper with 397 W/(m K). Equation (11) can help to predict the effective conductivity of the middle square as a function of the area fraction p. We expect that the effective thermal conductivity is anisotropic in Fig. 1(a) and isotropic in Fig. 1(b) . Then, we utilize the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics (https://www.comsol.com/) to perform finite-element simulations. The specific method is as follows: attach a homogeneous material with the known thermal conductivity to the right side of our central square, and they have the same size. After that, insulate the upper and lower boundaries of the composite material from the environment and fix the temperature of the left and right borders. Finally, detect the temperature of the joint between these two materials by simulation. The whole piece of material has continuous heat flux; therefore, the effective thermal conductivity of the central square along the x-axis can be calculated. We can calculate the effective thermal conductivity of the central square along the y-axis in a similar way. The results shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) indicate that the theory based on Eq. (11) agrees well with the finite-element simulations.
Next, we perform an experiment to validate the theory; see Figs (a1) is an air elliptic hole whose major/minor semi-axis is 1.3125/0.1875 cm embedded in the middle of the red copper and that of (b1) is an air circle with a radius of 0.38 cm embedded in the red copper. For reference, the central square in (c1) is occupied by the background material. (a2)-(c2) and (a3)-(c3) are experimental measurements and simulation results corresponding to (a1)-(c1), respectively. (a4)-(c4) are simulation results with ideal materials. The central square area in (a4) is the ideal material with thermal conductivity tensor of diag(372, 271) W/(m K) and that of (b4) or (c4) is uniform background material whose thermal conductivity is 372 W/(m K). The color surface in (a2)-(c4) indicates the temperature distribution, and the white lines in (a3)-(c4) represent the isotherms. different sizes, which have the same effective thermal conductivities as those of sample I and sample IV, respectively. For comparison, we fabricate sample III/sample VI, which contains a central square with the same/different conductivity of background, in order to show the feature of invisibility/illusion. Figures 2(a2)-2(c2) and 3(a2)-3(c2) are the temperature profiles corresponding to the six samples which are detected by the Flir E60 infrared camera. Obviously, Figs. 2(a2) and 2(b2) agree well with the result of reference in Fig. 2(c2) , so people cannot distinguish samples I and II from sample III by measuring the heat signature outside the central square. Until now, thermal invisibility is obtained; In summary, we have provided a single-particle method with the theory of effective thermal conductivity, which has been verified by both experiments and finiteelement simulations. Our proposed scheme is a more convenient and economic method to control the process of heat transfer compared with the previous practice. Obviously, the existing results can be extended to three-dimensional cases. We believe that these kinds of structural materials have a promising prospect. For example, the device we have fabricated can be used to mislead infrared cameras. Our work not only opens a door for applying single-particle structures to design thermal materials but also holds for achieving similar structures in other disciplines like electrostatics, magnetostatics, and particle dynamics, where electric conductivities, magnetic permeabilities, and diffusion coefficients play the same role as thermal conductivities in thermotics.
We (a1) is an air elliptic hole whose major/minor semi-axis is 0.1875/1.3125 cm embedded in the middle of the red copper, and that of (b1) is an air circular hole with a radius of 0.92 cm embedded in the red copper. For reference, the central square of (c1) 
